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YA-AC03 Ambulance stretcher

The YA-AC03 is an ambulance stretcher operated totally 

by one-person for upload and download with patient from 

and to ambulance. The removable stretcher surface and 

Steer-Lock System offer excellent manoeuverability. The 

unique structure offers great stability and attractive ap-

pearance, it can be used flexibly in various places,such 

as , the field, gymnasium, emergency room, etc.

DESCRIPTION
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- One person can operate and send the patient to the ambulance 

vehicle

- The surface is made of foamed cushion,vinyl protective cover that is 

durable and easy to clean 

- Equip I.V. pole 

- Castors dia 150mm

Material

Size(Low position)

Size(High position)

Backrest adjustable

Footrest adjustable

Load capacity

High-strength aluminum alloy

1950*570*280mm

1950*570*910mm

0-65°

0-15°

200kg

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION

FEATURES



The foldable guardrail can prevent 
the patient from falling off the 
stretcher and causing secondary 
injury.

FOLD-DOWN SIDE RAILS

By pulling the handle, the bottom 
stretcher surface and the base can 
be separated to facilitate patient 
transfer.

STRETCHER SURFACE SEPARATION

When pushing the stretcher to the 
ambulance, you can press the 
handle of the head to help retract 
the legs, which is quick and 
convenient to transfer the patient to 
the ambulance.

LEGS RETRACTED

The legs can be adjusted to 
different positions through this 
handle, which can quickly achieve 
knee gatch positioning.

KNEE GATCH POSITIONING

The back is controlled by a gas 
spring, and the back can be 
adjusted to the desired angle by 
just pressing lightly.

BACK ADJUST 

Each ambulance transporter comes 
with a fixing device that can be 
attached to the ambulance to 
prevent slipping.

FIXING DEVICE

There are spare wheels on the four 
corners of the stretcher, which can 
be moved by the wheels even after 
the stretcher is pushed onto the 
ambulance, which saves effort.

AUXILIARY WHEEL



Medik reserves the right to make changes without notice in design, specifications and models. The only warranty Medik makes is the express written warranty extend-
ed on the sale or rental of its products. 
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ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical 

cart and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scientific management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like 

Germany TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , 

Medi focuses on providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea offices in Hungary, Dubai, 

Thailand, New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and 

after-sales.The products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI 

KLINICNI CENTER, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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